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NON-FICTION



DANIEL BOURDON & BERTIL SCALI A PRINCESS’S LAST HOURS the night i saw diana die August 31, 1997... The world held its breath as it watched on CNN News cranes lifting the crushed wreck of the Mercedes. Meanwhile, Diana, still alive, was rushed to Paris’s Salpêtrière hospital. Officially, she had only minor injuries. As more than a billion viewers remained glued to their screens, a genuine tragedy unfolded in the operating room. Only a few people were present: the doctors, a minister, a prefect and a police officer, Daniel Bourdon. None of them have ever discussed what happened. No word of the events behind those closed doors (among the century’s best-kept secrets) has been leaked. Could Diana have been saved? Was she conscious? Was she able to speak? If so, what did she say? For more than fifteen years, these endlessly repeated questions have remained unanswered. Today, no longer bound by professional secrecy, police officer Daniel Bourdon has decided to tell the story of that night… and more. He has set himself the task of beginning the enquiry again from zero, investigating in his own way. “But sometimes at night, I wake up and think about her. I can still see her as she looked on the stretcher. I can hear the faint sound of her breathing. Blood is still pumping through her veins, her eyes open and close, and her heart is beating. She is alive. She does not want to die. Not tonight. Not now. She is going to wake, talk to me, get up…”



52-year-old police officer Major DANIEL BOURDON is a miner’s son. one He joined France’s Anti-Crime Brigade in 1984 and rose to become of its highest-ranking officers. His usual territory is the world of the night. BERTIL SCALI, 43, is a journalist and editor. He was the permanent London correspondent for Paris Match magazine, covering the divorce of Charles and Diana among other stories.



already a bestseller in france: 20 000 copies sold • unique insights & a novelized reconstruction of princess diana’s last moments • the final minutes of one of the world’s best-loved personalities rights available: world



publication date: august pages:



240



2014



sarah marquis wild by nature a 3-year hike from siberia to south australia “Over the first three months, the body and mind are cleansed. After that, your body no longer hurts and the mind is freed.” Hiking: an ancestral practice known as a form of meditation to monks, one that Sarah Marquis made her own In this extraordinary book, she describes her fantastic walk, which lasted from 2010 to May 2013. Armed only with a 30-kilo backpack, she experienced the superb scenery of Lake Baikal and the lush jungle of Laos, the wild splendor of the wolves of Siberia and the snow leopards of the Gobi Desert, and had surprising encounters with very different people (for instance, when she was threatened by drug traffickers after crossing an opium field). She also had to deal with hostile climates, the daily struggle to find food and other impromptu adventures (“Never put up your tent at night, you could be woken by snakes struggling to escape from their den!”). During her 20,000-kilometer odyssey, she willingly embraced different hardships: cold, hunger, pain and extreme solitude. Her rewards were the majesty of the landscapes she saw and an inner journey that allowed her to develop the philosophy of movement she shares with us in this book today.



At the age of 41, SARAH MARQUIS decided to leave her peaceful, uneventful life in the Swiss mountains and set out on an extreme adventure. After saving up and finding partners, she achieved her dream: a 20,000 kilometer hike in the heart of nature.



the great popularity of true adventure stories • a book that encourages all readers to enjoy the fulfillment of breaking out of their comfort zone • a very charismatic writer nominated european national geographic’s adventurer of the year publication date: may pages:



304



2014



rights available: world



LAURE MANAUDOU “JE NE REGRETTE RIEN” (NO REGRETS) 8-page photo booklet For years, teen champion Laure Manaudou triumphed in the world of swimming. Passionate, appealing and hard-working, yet also vulnerable and awkward, she brought us moments of high excitement as she rose to become an all-round record holder. Gradually, the veneer wore away to reveal a very complex character. In this autobiography, Laure looks back on her chlorine-corroded youth, “aquatic romance” and curious partnership with Philippe Lucas, as well as the shock when her private photos were published and the unbreakable ties she shares with her family. From one pinnacle of achievement to another, Laure – now free of the burden of her sports career – finally reveals the secrets of her past and her dreams for the future. I never liked swimming “Since I retired at the end of January 2013, I have never gone back to a swimming pool. I do not miss any of it. Not the smell of chlorine that takes months to fade or the wetness of the footbath gnawing at your ankles when it is still dark outside and other people are asleep. Less still the endless stream of ceramic tiles that you count in a daze as you swim length after length, the cold swimsuit that sticks to your body like dead skin, the hospital glare of dazzlingly-lit changing rooms, where there is always a discarded Band-Aid or forgotten sock lying around. I miss none of it. I never liked swimming. What I enjoyed was winning. Coming first, touching the end and throwing my arms into the air as if to say, “There, I’ve finished!” time after time. Victory or tears. When I was little and came second, I used to cry with disappointment and anger. I just wanted to be the best and that can seem arrogant.”



Triple Olympic medal winner, 3 times world champion, 18 times European champion and 58 times French champion, LAURE MANAUDOU never revealed much about her private life. Now, she is more moving and intriguing than ever as she introduces us to her personal world in this revealing autobiography.



laure Manaudou, who’s popularity extends far beyond her sports fans confides in us for the first time • the amazing story of a remarkable swimmer and woman rights available: world



publication date: october pages:



272



2014



patricia darre THE INVISIBLE AND SCIENCE In two previous books, Patricia Darré used her extrasensory experiences to help us find words to describe those things that remain unseen and yet influence us: the departed and our guides, as well as all the memories our ancestors have left us. But Patricia is above all a Cartesian journalist, who likes to think there may be an explanation for the powers she has developed as a medium – whether her perception, the messages she receives from the departed or her other experiences. So she has decided to explore the links between that next world and the world of science. Could the quantic phenomenon of out-of-body memory explain the messages she receives? What is the difference between a person with mental problems and another experiencing paranormal phenomena? Can the connections that Patricia makes with people from the past (historical figures or not) be taken seriously and lead to progress or historical discoveries? Could the power of the human brain and its unknown abilities explain the powers of the medium?



a meeting of two worlds: how the invisible and science can change our world view • the success of patricia darré’s first two books: more than 150,000 copies sold • a new look at the paranormal with the participation of distinguished scientists PATRICIA DARRÉ : medium and journalist ALEXANDRE ADLER : French historian and journalist specializing in international relations MASSIMO TEODORANI : Italian astrophysicist and expert on quantum physics BRUNO DUROUX : neurosurgeon LUCE JANIN-DEVILLARS : psychologist and psychoanalyst YOUSSEF EL-MABSOUT : moderator of this interdisciplinary project



rights available: world



publication date: september pages:



350



2014



juan reynaldo sanchez



with the collaboration of axel gylden



the secret life of fidel castro fidel castro’s bodygurad reveals all Juan Reynaldo Sánchez grew up in a middle-class family under Batista, entirely devoted to the cause of the Revolution and prepared to die for his leader. In 1977, after a military training, Juan Reynaldo Sanchez, a top level athlete, starts working as a personal security expert for Fidel Castro. He explains what the career of personal security expert (not to be confused with an ordinary “minder”) involves. He describes his closeness to Fidel, the latter’s psychology and how the notorious “libreta” (a book in which Fidel’s every movement and activity was noted down, including what he ate, what fish he had caught and obviously all the personalities he met), which he had to keep up to date, gave him intimate access to every aspect of Fidel’s life. Who knows that that the holiday house of the “Commander” was not a fisherman’s hut, as he always claimed, but rather a secret paradise island off the Bay of Pigs where he invited only the closest family members and top-level international politicians? He has 12 children born from 5 relations, he has an official wife since 1961, but had a lot of mistresses that he was visiting according to a fixed ritual. Castro was obsessed with his personal security, principally because of the CIA’s numerous attempts on his life. His entourage featured a “taster”, a double (or rather a spitting image with the same profile who from a distance was indistinguishable from the Lider Maximo in a car) and two blood donors with the same blood group.



an explosive and exceptional document • the only book ever published letting us into the private life and political strategies of fidel castro



juan reynaldo sanchez left Cuba, after 12 failed attempts, and lives now in Miami. axel gyldén is a Franco-Swedish reporter for French magazine L’Express.



rights sold: german, english (US), world spanish, portuguese, russian, dutch, finnish



publication date: may pages:



300



2014



bayan mahmud slings of fortune from mortal danger in ghana to stadium glory in buenos aires Like so many Africans, Bayan Mahmud dreamed of a better life. His family were ethnic Kusasi, at war with the Mamprusi. One day, Bayan returned home to find his parents brutally murdered and fled. Fearing for his life, he stowed away on the first freighter sailing for Europe. His story might have been no different from so many others, but in his desperate flight, the confused 16-year-old boarded the wrong ship. Three weeks later, he found himself not in Europe, but in Argentina! When he left the ship, he did not even know how to ask for water. Soon, he found himself being shuffled from one institution to another in a country he knew nothing about - except for the names of a few soccer players. Soccer… His father had been a pro player in Ghana and the sport was in Bayan’s blood. In his new life as a refugee, it was the only dream he dared have. Every Saturday, he set off to a Buenos Aires park to play a few games. Then, one day, fortune smiled on him. Impressed by his talent, a teammate took him for trials. A few months later, Bayan signed with Boca Juniors, the legendary club of Diego Maradona, Carlos Tévez and Juan Román Riquelme. Between intensive training sessions, Bayan went back to school. He now speaks fluent Spanish and has become a favorite of the Argentinian media. Sponsored by Nike, he is regularly invited to UNICEF events in his new country. On day, he hopes to play for Argentina’s national team… and he has not given up on his dream of Europe!



BAYAN MAHMUD is from Northeast Ghana. He fled the ethnic slaughter in his country at the age of 16. Today, three years later, he lives in Argentina where he is a professional soccer player in the B team of the Buenos Aires Boca Juniors.



publication date: june pages:



230



2014



rights available: world



ameenah gurib-fakim the complete book of healing plants yesterday’s remedies, today’s medication Did you know that turmeric is very effective in reducing cholesterol? That the lycopene-rich tomato stimulates the immune system? That nasturtium helps to relieve breathing problems and that chili provides spectacular pain relief? REMEDIES EXIST IN NATURE! Also, increasingly in drugstores. The therapeutic benefits of plants are generally recognized and many conditions can be treated or cured with the help of the plant species around us. This book lists the descriptions, preparations, uses, pharmacology, effects, etc. of more than 200 plants you can learn about and use in complete safety to benefit from the latest scientific discoveries.



renewed interest in natural remedies, a healthy diet and organic products • A COMPREHENSIVE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MEDICINAL PLANTS AND THEIR THERAPEUTIC PROPERTIES FROM AN INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED SCIENTIST • a genuine detailed, illustrated practical guide (more then 200 color photos) Professor of organic chemistry and vice-president of the University of Mauritius, AMEENAH GURIB-FAKIM is a distinguished expert on medicinal plants. For her work on the subject, she was awarded the 2007 L’ORÉAL-UNESCO PRIZE FOR “WOMEN AND SCIENCE”.



publication date: march pages:



736



rights available: world



2014



brigitte lahaie the illustrated kama sutra



We should remember that making love in the same position and place, and always at the same time of day, is enough to take the sparkle out of any relationship. Here, Brigitte Lahaie introduces us to some amusing, tender, playful and wild sexual positions that will rekindle our couple’s erotic flame. Here’s just one example of how to put a little zest back into your lovemaking. What’s more, it’s not particularly hard, you simply have to be daring enough to buck convention a little: have sex with your partner just as you’re about to eat. As we all know, passion sharpens the appetite! The man sits on the side of the table and his lady companion straddles him, legs in the air (or feet braced on the table for a better grip). She can sit upright or lean back… as long as her partner hangs onto her wrists to stop her falling!







BRIGITTE LAHAIE is a former French adult movie star, now a radio presenter. PHILIPPE TASTET works as an illustrator, caricaturist and artist for the French press.



brigitte lahaie: a french icon of sexual liberation • a funny, entertaining book



publication date: march 2014 pages: 180 rights available: world



FICTION



ALICE QUINN THE LUXURY OF HELL NO. 1 IN DIGITAL SALES IN 2013, AHEAD OF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY • A SELF-PUBLISHED HIT: MORE THAN 20,000 COPIES SOLD. MORE THAN 200 REVIEWS ON AMAZON WITH AN AVERAGE SCORE OF 4/5 • A NEW SUCCESS-STORY AFTER AGNÈS MARTIN-LUGAND, AUTHOR OF THE BESTSELLER LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFÉ (HAPPY PEOPLE READ AND DRINK COFFEE) • A LEAD CHARACTER IN THE STYLE OF ERIN BROCKOVICH



publication date: january 2015 pages: 320 rights sold spanish (grijalbo), english (world)



ALICE QUINN has a lot in common with Rosie Maldonne, the heroine of her first novel, Un Palace en enfer (The Luxury of Hell). Like Rosie, she lives in the South of France, is disorganized, has children and cats and knows all about relying on her wits to survive. She has done all kinds of jobs and likes chocolate cookies (but in moderation, she can no longer just shrug off those extra pounds), sushi and green tea. She is now concentrating on her writing following the tremendous success of this self-published first novel, and remains true to her influences: Westlake, Camilleri, Liza Cody and Lawrence Block.



THE LUXURY OF HELL



A L I CE QUI N N



Sexy and feisty, Rosie Maldonne is a young mother of three, whose only income is her welfare check. She lives in an old trailer on a waste lot not far from Cannes and continually has to call on all her innate ingenuity to make ends meet. Then, one day, luck seems to smile on her: a great wad of cash drops on her from out of the blue! But now the troubles begin. She is confronted by one mystery after another. Who is the excessively cute cop she keeps running into? Why has her best friend vanished with her baby? Is it really the Russian mafia on her heels? Will her windfall propel her into the lap of luxury or the bowels of hell? A feminine comedy thriller with a direct, funny, fluent style, engaging characters and a plot packed with twists. The reader will love every page of this first Rosie Maldonne investigation!



UN PALACE EN ENFER A U PAY S D E R O S I E M A L D O N N E



“Women face incredible problems. They raise children, play an unrewarding role, make sure the kids do their homework, try to cope and, at the same time, do their best to keep a love life, enjoy themselves and have fun. Those women are today’s true heroes. I wanted to create a heroine who was like that, but at the same time perfect, funny, optimistic, young and beautiful. That’s Rosie. Rosie Maldonne. Rosie’s someone who definitely refuses to let other people walk all over her. She thinks for herself and never backs down. She speaks her mind. She’s young. She has plenty of nerve and she’s sexy, which helps. She lives in a strange world with her feet firmly on the ground but her head full of dreams. So she isn’t that overwhelmed by the issues she faces: bad luck, crises and all the terrible things that happen in the world, things that break your heart when you open the morning paper. Then, with her practical nature, she can handle any situation optimistically and find solutions to everybody’s problems. While I was writing her story, I was thinking about Erin Brockovich, who I adore. My dream was to write a comedy with plenty of suspense and a little light burlesque. “this novel is a skillful blend of thriller and comedy, a genuine achievement.” “it makes you want to meet the heroine. i loved her!” “it’s really a great thriller! no downtime! you’re never bored!” “i couldn’t put it down for three days! a sheer delight! i read it at work, i laughed out loud on public transport, i had a great time!”



maxence fermine THE PALACE OF SHADOWS



Paris in the Sixties. Nathan, a thirty-something puppeteer, learns of his father’s sudden death. The two had been estranged for more than twenty years. The late, successful but temperamental novelist has left his son The Palace of Shadows, a house with a sinister reputation (all of its owners have died in curious circumstances), and a contract signed in blood, a document that a fiendish publisher uses to force Nathan to retrieve and hand over a manuscript he has never heard of. So the young man – who has so far led a rather dull life – sets out on an improbable, ominous quest to find the much-coveted manuscript. His search plunges him into a world of shadows, where he learns of dark family secrets dating back to the dreadful days of the Nazi Occupation. Yes, The Palace of Shadows is more than just a house. It is a labyrinth of illusions and snares that Nathan must overcome to discover his true identity.



a spellbinding novel with endless twists • powerful writing and mysterious, intriguing characters • an atmosphere comparable to that of carlos ruiz zafón’s the shadow of the wind MAXENCE FERMINE, author of the bestselling Neige (Snow), writes extraordinary books that mingle poetry with fiction. After a successful foray into youth literature with a trilogy entitled La Petite Marchande de rêves (The Little Dream Seller), he has now returned with an ambitious, bewitching novel.



rights available: world



publication date: october pages:



368



2014



SEVERINE DE LA CROIX LIES NEVER DIE



Paris, October 17, 2013. Nicolas has not heard from his wife Manon for two days and decides to report her disappearance to the police. But the procedure, which he thought would be a simple formality enabling a search, quickly grows into a complex investigation that threatens the respectable façade of an aristocratic family who will stop at nothing to hide their most terrible secrets. Paris, nine days earlier. During an ordinary, friendly conversation, Manon accidentally learns that her Uncle Thomas, supposedly in England to finish his studies, has actually been accused and convicted of the aggravated rape of an underage girl. She is shocked by the discovery. Rather than talking to her husband, she sets off without a word to anyone to find out more from her family. Why have they hidden the truth from her? And what was the role of her mother and above all her maternal grandmother, the highly upright Louise Hagier de Hautefeuille, who, although suffering from Alzheimer’s, exerts a reign of terror over the entire family? Can Nicolas and Manon deal with the horrifying revelations that are soon to come? A breathtaking thriller with a remarkably subtle gift for analysis. the destructive power of family secrets, a fascinating subject • a first, darkly atmospheric novel packed with startling characters • a master-class in alternating narratives SÉVERINE DE LA CROIX, 29, is a screenwriter and now an author. A lover of writing, horse riding, parachuting, travel and challenges in general, she brings us an ambitious first novel whose two narrative voices plunge us into a dark world of family secrets.



rights available: world



publication date: november pages:



304



2014



ADEL DECO TEEN ILLUSIONS



As his final year in high school approaches, Anthony, the son of a well-heeled family in the smart Paris suburb of Neuilly, is thinking hard about his future. Getting back together with his friends and hearing about their summer romances fails to provide much in the way of answers, but a little fun does have its appeal. Then, at a liquor-fueled party, his ex-girlfriend Morgane tells him she is seeing Nathan, his best friend for more than a year. Angry, drunk and feeling betrayed, Anthony flies into a rage and attacks Nathan, screaming that he is going to kill him! Finally, others drag him off before he can do anything irreparable . But two days later, Anthony finds the police waiting for him at his school. They immediately arrest the young man for the murder of Nathan, killed with a broken bottle carrying his fingerprints. The delicate investigation that follows reveals a far more complex side to the teenagers than appearances suggest. Illusions crumble and love affairs suddenly take a tragic turn.







ADEL DECO is the acronym of the French Business School Literary Writers’ Workshop. Seven French business schools pooled their talents to write this groundbreaking collective novel. The group’s main aim in launching the project – a mix of generational novel and thriller – is to help junior high schoolchildren in difficulty.



an amazing collective novel: half generational, half thriller • the pace is brilliantly sustained by the different narratives and characters, and the changing fortunes revealed on every page



rights available: world publication date: august pages:



192



2014



PATRICK BANON MARY OF MAGDALA, christ’s favorite apostle The first witness and first messenger of the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, Mary of Magdala plays a crucial but paradoxical role in the story of the Messiah. The Apostle of Apostles for some, woman possessed and reformed prostitute for others, she was opposed by the disciples of Jesus and delegitimized by the Fathers of the Church. Yet the accounts of the Evangelists and many documents discovered since the 9th century confirm the essential part played by the young Galilean woman in the birth of Christianity. So who was Mary of Magdala in reality? Was she the initiate chosen by Jesus? Was she his partner, his mistress, his wife or just a disciple? This highly documented book takes us on a historical, sociological and theological discovery of the true Mary of Magdala and of the force for women’s liberation she represented at the dawn of Christianity. Three sources and three dates • In the 19th century, The Gospel of Mary (of Magdala) was discovered. The only gospel attributed to a woman, it confirms her status as the first apostle. • In the middle of the 20th century, many ancient Christian texts came to light, including The Gospel of Thomas, which refers to Mary of Magdala as an initiate, and The Gospel of Philip, which describes her as Jesus’s partner. • In 2014, The Gospel of Jesus’s Wife was authenticated, a Coptic papyrus that introduces the idea of a married Jesus and confirms the possibility of a special loving relationship between Christ and Mary of Magdala.



a writer specializing in religious sciences and committed to the defense of women’s rights worldwide PATRICK BANON, a specialist in religious sciences and systems of thought, has published around twenty works on religion, including the much-remarked Jesus, the Unauthorized Biography, Moses, the Man Who Turned Hero and Flavius Joseph, a Jew in the Roman Empire.



rights available: world publication date: october pages:



320



2014



MARAH WOOLF SILVER MOON SAGA - SilverMoon Light (vol. 1)



When her mother dies, Emma, 17, leaves the United States to join her only remaining family on the Isle of Skye in Scotland. Cut off from the world she knew, she struggles to adapt to her new life. Then she meets the mysterious Calum, who immediately fascinates her. The young man is temperamental and distant, and when she finally makes a connection, the people around them do everything in their power to keep the two teenagers apart. Because Calum is a Shellycoat, one of a race of fabled sea people straight from the pages of Scottish legend. Unpredictable and dangerous, these semi-aquatic beings with their strange powers are determined to remain hidden from the world at any cost. Emma knows she has nothing to fear from Calum, but does not realize that any human who learns of the sea people’s existence must die…



the self-published phenomenon that has already triumphed in germany and france! • more than 200,000 copies sold in germany • no. 1 on amazon kindle for many weeks and in the top 100 for more than a year and a half • following in the footsteps of Percy Jackson’s explorations of greek legend, a trilogy that plunges us into the world of celtic mythology



After studying history and politics, MARAH WOOLF shot to overnight success in 2011 with her self-published first novel, The Silevr Moon saga. Two years later, her trilogy is now a German literary classic for young adults.



rights sold: english, korean publication date: october pages:



352



2014



agnes martin- lugand



AGNES MARTIN-LUGAND lives in France.



She is 34 years old and she worked for 6 years as clinical infancy psycholgist. Today Agnès dedicates herself to writing. She subtly dissects and analyses the meca–nism of the human soul. The stories she shares with us are touching, full of emotion, and we instantly identify ourselves with the characters she creates. She has been praised by the critics and has benefited from a tremendous wordto-mouth for her first novel.



HAPPY PEOPLE READ AND DRINK COFFEE



soon to be adapted as a movie 450 000 copies sold in france rights sold: englsh word rights, germany, italy, spain, 







netherlands, israel, poland, norway,



estonia, bulgaria, russia, china, portugal, turkey, korea, latvia, lithuania



agnès martin-lugnad’s new novel i’ll wait for you at the atelier Iris has been in love with fashion since early childhood. Creating dresses for her dolls or outfits for her friends, she has been designing clothes for years. Her dream is to work in haute couture. But when she secretly applies to a fashion school, she gets no answer. Reluctantly, she gives in to her parents, who dismiss her ambition as a silly fantasy. What Iris does not know is that they actually opened and destroyed the school’s letter of acceptance, determined to put an end to her ‘foolish fancies’. The young woman resigned to a provincial middle-class existence. The doctor she married neglects her, seeming only to care about his career at the hospital. She has a job at a bank, but has never enjoyed it. All that changes one day, though, when Iris learns of her parents’ betrayal and decides to get her life back on track. Determined to follow her own star, and win back her husband, she applies for a training course in a prestigious fashion workshop in Paris. When she is accepted, her husband is initially dubious, but finally agrees that she should try her luck. Thrilled and nervous, Iris moves to the Paris. She has 6 months to make her dream come true. In Paris, Iris discovers a whole new world. She realizes just how talented a designer she is and meets Marthe, a disturbing, dictatorial muse of the fashion world, and Gabriel, an irritating but irresistibly charming Lothario… with a secret! As the woman’s search for her identity unfolds, the novel carries us off on a magnificent and gripping adventure.



engaging characters & skillful psychoanalysis • a woman who takes control of her life, a love story and plot twists that keep the reader gripped right up until the final page • set in paris and the fashion world with its velvet curtains and parquet flooring echoing to the tread of stiletto heels publication date: june pages:



270



2014



Suffice it to read the title of this novel and you instantly want to settle on a sofa to start reading the book. A heart-breaking novel, in the vein of Anna Gavalda & Cecilia Ahern, that has already seduced many readers worldwide… A novel about mourning, love, reconstruction. The acute voice of a woman who tries to get herself together after the death of her husband and daughter in a car accident. “Happy People” is the story of Diane, a woman paralysed by her pain, who one day decides to run away from the people and places that bind her to the unbearable memories of her daughter and husband. She chooses Ireland as healing destination, the country her husband would have love to go to. She leaves for a small Irish seaside town where she settles down in a cottage owned by a colourful couple, whose nephew Edward lives right across the street. When the two meet, they immediately hate each other. Slowly, Diane and Edward lower their guard, and love is right around the corner. But when Diane runs into Edwards’ unfaithful ex-fiancé, she is completely broken. What shall she do : fight for Edward’s love, give up and get back to her sorrow or leave Ireland and go back to Paris? The answer is in the last pages of the novel...



quotes from the publishers who acquired the rights: “Warm, intelligent and touching – just what I am looking for! I am over the moon with this novel!” Harold de Croon / Mistral / Netherlands rights sold: germany, italy, spain, netherlands, israel,







poland, norway, estonia, bulgaria, russia, china, portugal, turkey, korea, latvia



“The marvellous novel of Agnès Martin-Lugand, that I read in one breath, surprised me, moved me to tears and filled me with admiration. It’s the most stimulating literary find of these days.” Maria Fasce / Alfaguara / Spain



“This novel kept me in suspense for hours and I was stirred from the very first page. Even if I did not knew Diane before, I instantly identified to her. And this is the very talent of Agnès’ writing : she revives the deepest empathy of the readers. The different scenes and characters are depicted with such a sincerity and simplicity that the readers fall under the spell and turn the pages hypnotically. I have gradually been gripped by contradictory emotions : sadness, joy, love, anger, just like in real life. And the third strong point of this novel are the characters. They are lively, genuine and charming. Agnès Martin-Lugand is the heiress of Cecilia Ahern.” Eleonore Delair / Blanvalet / Germany



karine lambert the building of women who’ve given up on men A former world famous ballerina known as “La Reine” has been given a small building by one of her former lovers. She lives on the top flat with a big terrace on which she cultivates bamboos. She has four other flats which she rents - at a very low rate - to women with the condition that no man crosses the door. That includes plumbers, electricians, painters...not so easy to find women electricians! The only male allowed in the building, a cat named Jean Pierre who wanders from one flat to the other... All these women have of course a history. There is Rosalie who married the sweetheart of her childhood, the only love of her life, but when she mentioned children her sweetheart escaped, went to buy cigarettes never to return... There is Giuseppina, a Sicilian woman whose life was ruled by her father and brothers, marrying her to a man of their choice when she was 18. When she finally escaped they forced her to leave her daughter Fortuna behind. She bears this sorrow with difficulty. There is Simone whose parents were farmers. She didn’t want to live a farmer’s life so came to Paris which first horrified her. She decided to travel the world and spent five years in south America where she fell for a good looking gaucho with whom she had a son. One day coming back earlier from the fields she found another blond and thin backpacker in his bed. She just closed the door, took her three years old son and went back to France. Then there is Juliette, a new arrival, who has taken Carla’s flat gone to India for a few months. Juliette works as a film editor. She has red hair, is a bit plump and hasn’t really given up men in her life. Juliette still suffers from a loveless childhood . Her parents were so absorbed in each other that they had absolutely no time for her. When young Juliette moves into the building, she’s charmed by their familiarity, delights, laughter and moments of madness. But she’s certainly not about to give up on men herself! Will her resolve shake the certainties of these women who are so determined to live out their lives as singles?



rights sold: italy, spain, romania, poland, lithuania, czech republic



publication date: may pages:



240



2014



As a photographer, KARINE LAMBERT searches for the fundamental truths a picture can reveal. L’Immeuble des femmes qui ont renoncé aux hommes is her first novel.



a novel between ‘the elegance of the hedgehog’ and the ‘little lady who broke all the rules’ • an absolute delight • the setting: THE CHARMING PARIS, THE XXTH ARRONDISSEMENT WHICH HAS STILL BRICK HOUSES AND SMALL GARDENS AND SHOPKEEPERS WHO HAVE BEEN THERE FOR GENERATIONS



angélique barbérat



MORE THAN 50 000 COPIES SOLD IN FRANCE



•



FRENCH BOOKSELLERS CHOICE AND FAVOURITE NOVEL



publication date: january 2014 pages: 300



THE VERY MOMENT WHEN DESTINIES INTERTWINE



rights sold italy (sperling & kupfer) spain (grijalbo) bulgaria



When my editor told me that I would have to introduce myself, I said « Yes ». But I thought « Ouch…….. ». I could call up my solitary childhood, my Russian grand-father, the afternoons I spent writing adventure stories. I could talk about my different professional experiences, about all the times I moved, about my joys and sorrows. I could never forget my American adventure as a story-teller for children in the American schools. But the essential thing about writing is that little sparks in your eyes when the characters and their story become real when shared with the readers.



THE VERY MOMENT WHEN DESTINIES INTERTWINE Kyle and Coryn were born in the same month of the same year: one in the USA, the other, in England. Without ever having met, each suffers from the other’s absence, until the year they turn 30, when their destinies finally cross. Kyle was 5 when, one morning, he saw a red stain on his mother’s temple. His father has just killed her. Starting from that moment life will never be the same. His sister’s love, his own passion for the piano, and his fear of growing up to be like his father have all shaped him into the man he is today. And his globetrotting life with his world famous rock group helps him keep the demons of his past at a distance. Coryn grew up in the suburbs of London, the only girl in 10 boys family. Forced to quit school at age 16, the following year, she marries a charming and ambitious luxury-car dealer who turns out to be a violent bully. She suffers beatings, rape and humiliation for over 10 years and through 3 pregnancies. A car accident in San Francisco will be the very moment when Kyle and Coryne’s destines intertwine. Kyle’s quick intuition – and piercing love at first sight – will save Coryn’s life, providing her with the support she needs to break out of her isolation, quit her husband and finally hit back by taking him to court. A novel filled with hope that describes with terrifying precision the perverse and subtle cycle of domestic violence and the incredible strength it takes to escape it.



a moving tale about the will to survive and the healing power of love • the intertwined destinies of a man and a woman from opposite sides of the atlantic who, against all odds, fall in love at first sight • a novel full of surprises right to the end, thanks to a clever, skillfully unspooled plot



ondine khayat old’up



Welcome to Corbeilles-les-Mimosas! This town twenty kilometers south of Paris is the setting for our story. Corbeilles-les-Mimosas is home to 30,000 souls. Among them is Léonce, our 72-year-old heroine, who has been forced to retire after years of loyal service. As you can imagine, she’s pretty upset about that. And since she’s a rather cantankerous old lady… Léonce lives in the Résidence des Mouettes, where we find Régis, a janitor who wants to change the world, Mimosa, a florist with a heart of gold, Mama Rose, soul of the community, and Slimane, Valentine and Amidon, just entering their teens. Come meet them. You won’t be sorry!



A BITTER-SWEET, FUNNY, MOVING SAGA WHERE HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL!



a novel that explores the relationship between different generations ● a story of community spirit, love and life that combines rare originality with a subtlety and sensitivity that will appeal to all readers Born in 1974, ONDINE KHAYAT is of Lebanese, Armenian and French origin. Committed to humanitarian causes, she has also written three novels. The first, Lucine, published in 2007, won the Henri Verneuil Prize.



publication date: march 2014 pages: 288 rights available: world



sandra labastie do butterflies dream of eternity? “On that January 1, the first day of the world’s last year, something special happened for us Chosen. It was like when spring comes and you feel happy without knowing why. Dad said it was the last year of suffering. Soon, we would be freed.” The four seasons of the year (supposed to be humanity’s last) go by, seen through the eyes of a 13-year-old girl. Although her daily routine revolves around the Bible (study of its books, contemplation at the temple and street preaching), the teenager - exposed to the mockery of the “outside world” and the pangs of puberty - slowly starts to question her upbringing when she finds a dictionary in her home and secretly begins to look things up whenever she can. The novel explores the strange joys of those who believe they have been chosen over all others by God - people living on the infinitesimal border between faith and madness. Speaking with the clear and simple voice of a teenage girl facing an illusory apocalypse, the book muses on the human condition with its fears, obsessions… and amazing capacity for imagination, which helps to make life without hope bearable.



the mechanisms of seclusion in a sect as seen by a child • france’s centre national du livre awarded the author a grant to write the book • a complex social issue explored in a powerful story



Born in 1974, ONDINE KHAYAT is of Lebanese, Armenian and French origin. Committed to humanitarian causes, she has also written three novels. The first, Lucine, published in 2007, won the Henri Verneuil Prize.



publication date: april 2014 pages: 220 rights available: world



maxence fermine lina and the forest of spells the porcelain doll (may 2013)



the little dream maker october 2012



MAXENC E FERMINE is the author of the bestseller Snow, an elegant fiction that ponders on poetry, love and art. With his new titles, The Little Dream Maker & he creates a new poetic world that will appeal to a younger readership.



the ice fairy (november 2013)



• one of the greatest french fantasy writers. the huge success of peggy sue, translated in 23 languages, and a bestseller since its publication in 2001



pages:



200



rights sold: italy



maxence fermine the little dream maker



& the porcelain doll & the ice fairy On his 13th birthday, Malo takes a taxi, alone, to the Three Hangme Inn, where his mother is waiting for him at his party. But along the way, everything goes wrong: he has a car accident and fells into a coma. When he wakes up, he is in the Realm of Shadows. In this new world where trees and cats can talk, he meets Nina, a young Dream Maker. With her butterfly net, she wanders over graveyards to catch dreams and sell them in small coloured boxes. She takes Malo to the Dream Shop held by a malicious alchemist who casts a spell on the young boy: if Adrien does not bring him twelve brouzons – the local currency – before dawn, he will be turned into a ghost, and he will lose any chance to go back to the world of the living. A night quest starts for the two young friends, with unlikely magical encounters. Will Malo be able to break free from fate? Will he manage to get back to the world of the living? A year after his second trip in the Kingdom of Shadows, far from the dangers and from the friends that he met there, Malo takes advantage of the ski holiday at his paternal aunt. Nevertheless, the odd behavior of his aunt and the questions that she asks about his “experience” in the Kingdom of Shadows quickly arouse his curiosity and… his suspicion. Would his aunt have a link to the imaginary world and to the Ice Fairy she talks so much about? In the secret of the mountains, Malo will discover that the borders between the real world and the Kingdom of Shadows are stricter than it might seem and that his friends Septimus, Lili or the cat Mercator might need him...



the first novel for children by maxence fermine, author of snow (more than 300 000 copies sold in france, translated in 17 languages) • a modern fairytale between dream and reality with surprising and moving characters • black and white sketches illustrating a story full of emotion
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